
Leverage the Strategic Investments in Your 

PICK/MultiValue Application
The Rover Business Suite is more than a business technology suite; it’s a pathway to the future that honors and 

leverages the strategic investments you’ve made in your PICK/MultiValue application. The Rover Business Suite offers a diverse 

range of modules designed to enhance your existing system, tailored to address specific business needs. Improve your point-of-

sale experience, optimize your financial management, and enhance your sales processes with our modular approach. Each module 

can be used independently or in combination with others, depending on your requirements. With Rover, your past investments 

become the foundation for future growth, transforming your PICK/MultiValue application into a modern, adaptable, and holistic 

application platform for your business.

The Rover Business Suite – Our Commitment 

Understanding and Respect: We recognize the significance of the investment 
and competitive advantage you have built into your existing PICK/MultiValue 
application. Our approach is about enhancing, not replacing, what you have 
taken decades to create.

Modernization Without Loss of Functionality: With the Rover Business Suite, 
modernization doesn’t mean starting from scratch. Our suite of applications, 
including Rover ERP, integrate seamlessly with any PICK/MultiValue 
application, preserving valuable business rules.

A Partnership for the Future: Zumasys has been committed to the PICK/
MultiValue community since its inception. Building on our vast experience, we 
have created a path forward that embraces your customizations and provides 
new web-based interfaces that appeal to the next generation of workers. 

THE ROVER BUSINESS SUITE

We’re not just offering a product; we’re 
proposing a partnership - one that is 
built on a rich technical heritage and 
proven understanding of the needs of 
the PICK/MultiValue community.

Move forward without leaving behind 
the value that has shaped your success.

CONTACT US: sales@zumasys.com
 949-346-4228
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Rover Business Suite is a product of Zumasys – We have 20+ years of experience helping companies modernize their business-critical 

applications through cloud/IT services, database management and software development. We are experts at breathing new life into 

proven business software applications and moving them to a Web-based Software as a Service (SaaS) licensing and delivery model.
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Meet Rover ERP
Rover ERP is a complete operations, accounting, and inventory control solution for 
manufacturers and distributors, available onsite or in the Cloud. Rover ERP incorporates the 
modules of Rover Business Suite while providing superior service at a lower overall cost.

*Rover ERP is a 5 user minimum commitment 
 User license count is licensed based on concurrent users

Standard Professional Enterprise

$65 
monthly/user

$129 
monthly/user

$199 
monthly/user
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 Looking for a new ERP system? 

ROVER BUSINESS SUITE PRODUCTS

BI  (For Professional and Enterprise)
Rover BI is a Data Discovery and Analytics solution that simplifies the process while being scalable for companies of 
all sizes. Rover BI enables you to access, blend, cleanse, and analyze data regardless of where it lives.

$250 
monthly/user

minimum of 2 users,  
unlimited viewing users

Pay
Rover Pay provides best-in-class integration and cost-effective credit card and ACH processing capability.  
Easy to implement, universally compatible and simplified security and compliance.

$250 
monthly/user

($.39/ACH transaction and  
2.5%/credit card transaction)*

POS
A full-featured, customizable Point of Sale system, tied in directly with Rover Marketplace, allowing seamless 
integration with your online, counter and store sales with comprehensive inventory and stock-keeping features to 
ensure you are always able to meet customer needs.

$65 
monthly/user**

Sales
Rover Sales allows your sales team to store customer and prospect information in one central location. Create and 
access quotes, sales orders, inventory and other key customer information from a real-time web application.

$65 
monthly/user** 

Scan
Rover Scan is a web-based barcode scanning application designed to improve the productivity of your mobile 
warehouse or shopfloor user.  Functions include the ability to handle receiving, order picking, inventory movements 
and clocking in and out of work orders.

$65 
monthly/user**

Marketplace
eCommerce site / shopping cart for your business with real-time integration to your inventory, product information 
and even the Rover Point of Sale system.

Ask for Price List

Portal
Rover Portal is designed to streamline how your customers and suppliers conduct business in a one-stop location. 
This real-time integrated web application allows customers to review quotes, see and pay invoices (credit card or 
ACH), and place and track orders.

Ask for Price List

  *This standard rate may differ based on volume.
**User license count is licensed based on concurrent users for POS, Sales, and Scan
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